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Abstract
Mathematics education

in the United States has long been seen as

lacking when compared
countries.

to the achievements

of students

in other

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)

developed a handbook of standards for teachers to follow in hopes of
raising the standards

of mathematics

education.

paper is on the section for the development

The focus of this
of 9-12 standards,

specifically, "Standard 2: Mathematics as Communication"
1989).

This standard

school mathematics
promote

continued

communicate

(NCTM,

is concerned with the inclusion within high
curriculum

of techniques

development

mathematical

ideas.

and activities

of language

skills

that

used

to

The goal of this thesis is to

compare and contrast the ideas on the national level, interpretations
and policies of each of the three states, and adoption of said policies
by schools, with the actual implementation
used in the classroom.
differences,

A secondary

of policies and techniques
goal is to inves tigate the

if any, of policies and practices,

on all four levels,

between public education and deaf education.
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It's More Than Just Numbers and Symbols:
The Use of Writing in Mathematics

Mathematics education in the United States has long 'been seen
as lacking when compared to the achievements of students in other
countries.

Throughout history, many problems within the education

system have been identified
adopted.

and policies for change have been

Yet, even with adoption of such policies, our students are

still not reaching the desired level. One hypothesis concerning the
differences in levels is the "exposure hypothesis,"
that differences in achievement

which suggests

levels are related to differences in

the quantity and quality of mathematics instruction

(Mayer, Sims, &

Tajika, 1995).
But suggesting
competitive
problem.

why our students'

with other countries'

achievements

achievements

are not

will not solve the

For that very reason, the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics

(NCTM) developed

implementation

a series of handbooks

for the

of mathematics standards designed to help improve

the mathematics education system. Specifically, the Curriculum and
Evaluation Standards

for School Mathematics

developed with three goals in mind:

(NCTM, 1989) was

1) to ensure quality, 2) to

indicate goals, and 3) to promote change.
The scope of the handbook is broad and is separated into four
section:
evaluation

K-4 standards,
standards;

5-8 standards,

each section

covers

9-12 standards,

and

13 or 14 standards

applicable to each area. Each standard was developed based on the
idea

of student

achievement

of mathematical
2
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literacy

and

empowerment in mathematics.

Thus, "the K-12 standards articulate

five general goals for all students:
mathematics,

1) that they learn to value

2) that they become confident in their abilities to do

mathematics, 3) that they become mathematical problem solvers, 4)
that they learn to communicate

mathematically,

and 5) that they

learn to reason numerically" (NCTM, 1989).
In the spring of 1994, the National Action Plan for Mathematics
Education Reform for the Deaf (NAPMERD)Committee met to suggest
mathematics
students.
Teachers

educational

changes

specifically

related

to deaf

Based on the changes suggest from the National Council of
of

Mathematics,

recommendation:

NAPMERD

created

"By the year 2000, mathematics

a

formal

curriculum and

assessment programs for deaf and hard of hearing students should
be in harmony with the three standards

documents

of the NCTM"

(Dietz, 1995). Therefore, goals for mathematics in public education
and goals for mathematics in deaf education are moving in a similar
direction.
While there are many standards listed in the NCTM handbook,
the focus of this paper is on the section for the development of 9-12
standards, specifically, "Standard 2: Mathematics as Communication"
(NCTM, 1989). This standard is concerned with the inclusion within
high school mathematics curriculum of techniques and activities that
promote

continued

development

communicate mathematical

of language

skills

used

to

ideas. The goals is for all students to be

able to: "reflect upon and clarify their thinking about mathematical
ideas and relationships;
express generalizations

formulate
discovered
3

mathematical

definitions

through investigations;

and

express

mathematical ideas oral and in writing; read written presentations
mathematics

with understanding;

ask clarifying

of

and extending

questions related to mathematics they have read or heard about; and
appreciate
notation

the economy,

power, and elegance

and its role in the development

(NCTM, 1989).

of mathematical

of mathematical

ideas"

The NCTM (1989) supports the use of writing as a

process (brainstorming,

clarifying, and revising) through the use of

journals, written responses to reading, and/or other techniques used
to foster student development of writing skills.
Introducing writing into the mathematics
difficult process.

curriculum can be a

As Stehney (1990) states, ((While the rest of the

population deals with (math anxiety,' many mathematicians
deal with writing anxiety."
student-teacher

have to

It is only through practice and effective

communication

that student resistance to the idea of

needjng to write in mathematics

class can be overcome.

Since the

publication of the NCTM standards in 1989, a number of researchers
have suggested a variety of techniques

as to how to incorporate

writing into the mathematics

These techniques may be

classroom.

used to ease students into the idea that writing and mathematics are
connected.
Two researchers

have been influential

in interpreting

the

NCTMstandard ((Mathematics as Communication" (NCTM, 1989). Rose
(1989) suggests that mathematics

writing can be broken down into

two basic types: public writing and expressive writing. Sipka (1990)
agrees that there are two types, but chooses to label writing as
formal or informal.

4
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Public or formal writing consists of activities in which content
and quality of writing are important
These types of activities

(Rose, 1989 and Sipka, 1990).

include formal proofs, process papers,

summaries of journal activities, research papers, projects, essays, and
lecture notes.

Expressive or informal writing should be viewed for

its thoughtfulness
correctness

and meaning,

rather

(Rose, 1989 and Sipka, 1990).

than

on grammatical

This may include free

writing, journal writing, letters, math autobiographies,
logs. It is important
or formally,

and reading

to keep in mind that, "whether used informally

[writing] can enhance

the learning

of mathematics"

(Sipka, 1990).
In reference

to hearing-impaired

students, there is empirical

evidence that shows the use of journals to be a "prime opportunity

to

engage in learning to think and to read and write, all within the same
communicative

activity" (Staton, 1985).

It is important

mind when using journals with any group of mathematics

to keep in
students

that:
"a)

Writers are free to express their own purposes, and to
communicate about real concerns and issues, introducing
their own topics and commenting on another's topics.

b)

There is a focus on meaning and on mutual
understanding

rather than on correct form. Unclear

statements elicit clarifying questions or restatements,
rather than red marks.
c)

The communication

is private and subject to public

scrutiny neither during the dialogue, nor afterward,
without consent.
5

d)

There is time for reading and reviewing before
responding.

e)

The exchange takes place in a tangible form, such as a
bound composition book, readily portable and equally
accessible to bother parties" (Staton, 1985).

Journals serve as a way for communication

to open between student

and teacher, as well as a way to help teachers show students

the

importance of writing in mathematics class.
From the perspective
incorporating

of a teacher,

there are drawbacks

to

writing activities into the mathematics curriculum.

As

Sibley (1990) suggests, time is an issue: ttOne drawback concerns my
time

- the

great quantities of time to thoughtfully read, comment on,

and grade a stack of papers.

I know of no short cut for this." There

is also less time available to spend learning standard material, which
may result in fewer topics covered (Sibley, 1990 and Kenney, 1990).
The biggest complaint by teachers seems to stem from the fact
that in most

cases, mathematics

teachers

are not trained

as

composition readers (Rose, 1989; Talman, 1990; Kenney, 1990). ttWe
wony about our qualifications where writing is concerned, and to us
the grading of writing seems more subjective than the grading of
mathematics"

(Talman, 1990).

With this in mind, Kenney (1990)

makes the following suggestions on what to look for to determine if a
writing assignment
material

covered,

is adequate:
student

provision of opportunities
opportunity

ttconnection to or application

of

choice of topic or aspects of a topic,
for revision, availability of feedback and

for response to feedback, provision of clearly written

instructions, and the creation of an assignment that is not mere busy
6
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work," Additionally, if teachers participate in the writing assignment
and share their own writing with the class, and atmosphere

of

mutual trust can be established (Rose, 1989).
Rose (1990) establishes that student benefits from writing far
outweigh

any

teacher

understanding...writing
solving...writing

facilitated

reasoning

independent

improved

learning...Granted

promoted
and

problem

was a way to reinforce

served as a study tooL.writing

of questions...writing

promoted

"writing

was integrative...writing

learning...writing
posing

concerns:

stimulated

writing

the

skills...writing

writing assignments

will

require small adjustments in the manner in which teachers use their
time, both in and out of the classroom, but the rewards are well
worth the effort as both the affective and cognitive needs of students
are realized and met." Although no one who proposes the inclusion
of writing in the mathematics curriculum expects an instant cure to
the problems of mathematics education, the results as listed above,
can make the venture worthwhile.
The question

that needs to be addressed

now is, given the

context of the suggested reforms and new standards,
understand

what is required.

reforms?

One study

opportunities

of them and teach based on the

suggests

that

the

access

to multiple

to learn about reform does not necessarily guarantee

understanding
Downer, 1996).
documents

do teachers

or implementation

(Grant, Peterson, & Shojgreen-

In fact, Grant et aI. (1996) point out that "policy

such as frameworks,

tests, and textbooks

visions of reform that remain to be embellished,
enacted in practice."

It is suggested

offer only

made read, and

that the influence

of prior

7
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knowledge and experience shape the learning of new reforms and
standards, and therefore it is difficult for teachers to "throw out the
old and bring in the new" (Grant et al., 1996).
Results from Pagliaro's (1996) study suggest that teachers of
deaf and hard of hearing students

reflect mathematics

reform in

their behaviors and practices only to a moderate degree.

In other

words, there is little time spent with other professionals,

there are

only some reform-like
traditional),

practices

in their instruction

(and some

and technology is available but has not been utilized.

Additionally,

administrators

only offer some support,

and show

inconsistencies in their beliefs (Pagliaro, 1996).
Wheelock

(1996)

mathematics

standards

mathematics

education.

standards

argues

that

is crucial

the

implementation

for improving

the state

of
of

He suggests that, "While no panacea, the

offer a lens through which [schools] can examine their

practices, both to address the unequal access to valued content that
plagues many schools and to chart a course for raised expectations
and enriched
1996).

teaching and learning in all classrooms" (Wheelock,

Thus the implementation

of the standards

can serve as a

beginning in the closing of the gaps between what is taught and what
is learned.

It is the goal of my research to look through the "lens"

suggested by Wheelock to examine the NCTM standard for including
the use of writing in the mathematics curriculum.

8
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Method
My method for investigating
mathematics

the use of writing in high school

classroom in both public schools and schools for the

deaf, is focused on four interlocked

l€vels. The main goal of this

research is to compare and contrast the ideas on the national level,
interpretations
adoption

and policies

of said

implementation

of each of the states selected,

policies

by the

schools,

with

the

and

actual

of policies and techniques used in the classroom.

A

secondary goal consists of the investigation of the differences, if any,
of policies
education.

and practices

between

public

First, the research and standards
between

writing

and mathematics

education

concerning

and deaf

the connection

on the national

level was

investigated.

Currently, there is no official national policy regarding

mathematics

standards,

although the NCTM does seem to have the

largest influence on the investigation
national standards.
Secondly,
Pennsylvania)

three

states

of the development

(Connecticut,

of future

New York,

were chosen for review of their educational

concerning mathematics

standards

and

policies

in regards to the use of writing.

At this level, the study focused on obtaining any official state policies
related

to mathematics

mandates
Additionally,

concerning

standards

and searched

the

of writing

use

specifically

for

in mathematics.

any state-wide coalition of mathematics

teachers was

contacted to as to assess the direction of future state policies.
Third, a public school and a school for the deaf within each of
the three states were contacted.

At each of these six schools, an
9
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assessment of adherence to state policy was performed.

Additionally

the researcher

investigated

what, if any, school-specific policy was

implemented

concerning

the use of writing

classrooms.

in mathematics

If there was any policy adopted by the school; be it the

state policy and/or

an adaptation

of the state policy into a school-

specific policy, an important point of the research was to find if there
were rules mandating

the use of writing, and if so, were there any

suggestions of techniques
mathematics
superintendent
interviewed

curriculum.

for how to incorporate
For this level

writing into the

of the research,

a

of high school principal from each of the schools was
using a list of questions

concerning

the previously

discussed ideas. (See Appendix A for the complete survey used for
su perintenden ts/ principals.)
Last, a high school mathematics

teacher from each of the

schools was contacted for an interview concerning the use of writing
in their classrooms.

The interview consisted of a list of questions

asked to determine if the teacher was aware of the NCTM standards,
what the state policy mandated,

and what the school's

policy

consisted of. Additionally, each teacher was asked how often he/she
used writing in his/her classroom, as well as about student reactions
to having to do writing in mathematics

class. (See Appendix B for

complete survey used for teachers.)

10
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Results
National Level
As stated

previously,

there

is no official national

regarding the use of writing in mathematics.
"Curriculum

and Evaluation

Standards

policy

There is however, the

for School Mathematics"

published by the NCTM (1989) designed to create national awareness
of the need for adoption of a national policy concerning improved
standards.
discusses

Specifically, Standard 2: Mathematics as Communication
the use of writing.

"In grades 9-12, the mathematics

curriculum should include the continued development
and symbolism
students

to communicate

can reflect

mathematical
definitions

upon

mathematical

and

clarify

ideas and relationships;
and

express

ideas so that all

their

thinking

formulate

generalizations

of language
about

mathematical

discovered

through

investigations; express mathematical ideas orally and in writing; read
written

presentations

of mathematics

with understanding;

ask

clarifYing and extending questions related to mathematics they have
read or heard

about; and appreciate

the economy,

power, and

elegance of mathematical notation and its role in the development of
mathematical ideas" (NCTM, 1989).
As stated before,
relatively

the NAPMERD committee

the same position

hopes to be in

as the NCTM, "By the year 200,

mathematics curriculum and assessment programs for deaf and hard
of hearing students should be in harmony with the three standards
documents
mathematics

of the NCTM" (Dietz, 1995).

The use of writing in

by teacher of the deaf "has been avoided by many

teachers due to the difficulty many deaf students have producing
11

'acceptable' written English and therefore, writing must be evaluated
mainly for the quality of their thinking, not the precision of their use
of English" (Dietz, 1995).
State Level
Connecticut
Connecticut

does not have any official written

concerning the use of writing in mathematics.
Connecticut School Improvement

state policy

There is however, the

Initiative Grant J?roject which has

taken state funding and given it to different schools to help improve
education

standards

after-school
better

programs,

education.

Mathematics

in general.

The money can also be used for

but the goal is to help students

Additionally

in Connecticut

the Association

receive a

of Teachers

(ATOMIC) has been pushing

official state policy regarding the NCTM standards.
goals of the NCTM standards

as worthwhile

of

for an

ATOMICsees the
and wants

to see

legislation proposed that adopts mathematics standards.
New York
In 1996, "Learning Standards
Technology" was published
York in cooperation
York.
Inquiry,

to further

and Design:

Science, and

by the University of the State of New

with the State Education Department

Two standards

mathematics

for Mathematics,

specifically

address

the use of writing in
1

- Analysis,

will use mathematical

analysis,

student learning.
Students

of New

scientific inquiry, and engineering

"Standard

design, as appropriate

to pose

questions, seek answers, and develop solutions, " (The University of
the State of New York, 1996). "Standard 3
12

- Mathematics:

Students

will understand

mathematics

by communicating

and become mathematically

and reasoning

mathematically,

confident

by applying

mathematics in real-world setting, and by solving problems through
the integrated

study of number systems, geometry,

analysis, probability, and trigonometry"

algebra, data

(The University of the State

of New York, 1996).
New York has also developed a "Regents Program" designed to
raise school standards

and better

prepare

studerits

for higher

education. This program uses national research concerning standards
to develop

subject

achievement.

Through testing, readiness for higher education and

overall student

curriculum

achievement

that

is assessed.

will

increase

student

Additional mathematics

testing, designed by the New York State Testing Program, specifically
addresses

the use of writing in mathematics

through

the use of

questions that ask the students to explain their answers using words.
The use of activities entitled Exemplars are also encouraged.
Published in Vermont, theses mathematics activities offer problems
that encourage students to use higher level thinking and reasoning
skills to solve problems, and then explain their reasoning in a paper,
the length of which is determined
into account.

by the teacher, taking grade level

(See Appendix C for an example of an Exemplar.)

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

has implemented

the "Proposed

Academic

Standards for Mathematics" written by the Pennsylvania Department
of Education for the Governor's Advisory Commission on Academic
Standards (1998).

These standards indicate what students should

know and be able to do at the end of grades three, five, eight, and
13
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eleven. Specifically related to the use of writing in mathematics, by
grade 11, students should be able to "conclude a solution process
with a summary

of results and evaluate the degree to which the

results obtained

represent

an acceptable

response

to the -initial

problem and why the reasoning is valid" (Pennsylvania Department
of Education,

1998).

The document

separated

levels: novice, partially proficient, proficient,

students

into four

and advanced.

The

goal is for all students to be performing at the advanced level, which
in terms of mathematics

communication

suggests

that students

should be able to "provide extensive evidence for inferences

and

justification of solutions...Advanced students communicate effectively
and thoroughly,

with sophistication"

(Pennsylvania

Department

of

Education, 1998).
School Level
Public Schools
The Connecticut public school has a complete written policy
concerning mathematics standards.

(See Appendix D for the official

school policy.) The principal that was interviewed stated, "When the
NCTM standards were published and [mathematics] teachers became
aware of the validity of these standards,
'jumped on the boat.'"

our school immediately

Although there are no official methods of

policies in place that are used to assess if teachers are complying
with standards,
mathematics

the principal
department

of this school feels that overall, the

is doing quite well in adopting

following the school policy, though some individual

and

teachers are

doing more than other teachers. The principal also commented that
14

the use of writing in mathematics is an important and valid pursuit,
and that "the school culture strives for students to engage in higher
level thinking and then articulate their answers clearly."
The New York public school has a written
"Performance

Descriptions"

policy entitled

which is based directly on the NCTM

standards and the "Learning Standards for Mathematics, Science, and
Technology" (The University of the State of New York, 1996).
Appendix E for the "Performance Descriptions".)

(See

The principal of this

school also emphasized that although there is no official school policy
regarding the use of Exemplars, it is "strongly encouraged."
assessment

of teacher

[administrators

compliance

and/or department

As for

with the school policy, ((We
chairs] try to observe teachers at

least twice a year, not only to see their overall teaching competence,
but to make sure they are following school policies...Additionally
use of standardized

our

testing that utilizes writing in mathematics can

also encourage teachers to find activities that help students practice
mathematics

writing."

mathematics

is an important

everywhere...the
related...one

As to whether or not the use of writing in
and valid

pursuit,

((Writing is

focus should be on math, but all subjects

are

doesn't just spell and write correctly in English class

Q!11y."

The Pennsylvania

school does not have an official written

school policy, although the superintendent

states that ((Our teachers

are aware of the NCTM standards and as for the Pennsylvania state
policy

- we

must meet those goals." The school is in the process of

rewriting subject curricula in order to meet the standards more fully.
Teacher compliance is assessed through observations performed by
15

principals, "Every couple weeks, our principals collect teachers' plan
books...however, I'll be the first to admit that it is more a checking of
concepts

taught

superintendent

rather

than what techniques

are used."

The

also believes that secondary math teachers are not

using enough writing in mathematics courses, "if it's going to happen
[more often], it will have to be a mandate."
superintendent

has strong feelings concerning

Even though
the importance

the
of

writing in math classes, "Writing is confined to English class...patters
[for using writing in math class] are established by high schooL.we
need to go back and introduce mathematics

writing in early grades

so students are not so likely to object and complain at the idea of
having to write in math class."
Deaf Schools
The school for the deaf in Connecticut has no official school
policy concerning mathematics

standards,

"We have nothing in our

policy concerning the NCTM standards, in fact we don't really have
any standards concerning mathematics...there
do to improve our curriculum."
with

standards,

"Yeah,

is so much we need to

As for assessing teachers' compliance

we observe

and

evaluate

teacher

performance, through lesson plan checks, and quarterly reports from
teachers concerning
standards?

(laugh)

students'

grades, but as for compliance with

What standards?!?"

The principal also believes

that teachers do not use enough writing in mathematics,

"not even

close." Even though the principal admittedly believes that the use of
writing in mathematics

is an important

and valid pursuit, "We first

need to fix our language curriculum, the whole school structure and
environment

needs

to be revamped...Teachers
16

don't

seem to

understand

interdisciplinary

connections...they

[mathematics

teachers] provide a lot of resistance to the idea that maybe writing
should be used in their classrooms

and not isolated

in English

classrooms."
The school for the deaf in New York does not have an official
written policy concerning mathematics standards.
no policy regarding

Therefore there is

the use of writing in math class, nor any

assessment of teachers' compliance.

The principal of this particular

school

"Yes the

merely

commented

that,

use of writing

in

mathematics is important, but the emphasis on mathematics concepts
should be first and foremost. Whether or not students use writing to
communicate their answers is left up to the teachers...as a school, we
have no policy concerning writing."
The school for the deaf in Pennsylvania

does not have an

official written policy concerning mathematics standards; "I know we
really need to 'get in gear' and follow the NCTM standards and the
Pennsylvania standards, we just haven't gotten around to it really."
The principal also comments about the fact that there is no way to
check for teacher compliance, "We give students some standardized
tests, but nothing
personally
pursuit,

that emphasizes

writing in mathematics."

feels writing in mathematics
but that "teachers

mathematics...students

is an important

need to encourage

He

and valid

more writing in

should be asked to explain their answers, not

just verbally, but should also be able to communicate
written word."

17
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through the

Classroom Level
Public Schools
The Connecticut
department

chairperson

school mathematics

public school teacher

and was very involved in developing

the

standards policy. As for his personal classroom

policies for using writing in mathematics,
techniques.

is the mathematics

The use of notebooks

"I like to use a number of

is good to help cut back the

amount of memorization students need to do...1 have students set up
portfolios of their work, but that's minimal and I don't use it all the
time...ln my Geometry classes, I like to use 'paragraph proofs,' where
students

explain

the reasoning

behind

theorems

in their own

words...On my tests, I like to include at least one 'explain question'
where I ask students why something is true and they need to tell me
in complete sentences."

Although he feels using writing is important,

"I leave it to the English teachers to teach writing."

As for student

reactions to writing in mathematics, "They hate it! (laugh) It is only
later that they realize the importance...1 had one student come back
to talk to me after he [the student] had completed his second year in
college. He said to me, 'Man, everyone was complaining in calculus
class that the teacher expected us to write math journals and explain
our answers on tests. After having you as a teacher, I just thought
this was normal!'"
The New York public school teacher is also the mathematics
department chairperson.

She emphasized that although there was no

official school policy concerning the use of Exemplars, "We get them
every month...this

year I set up a schedule...teachers

need to use at

least on Exemplar every quarter...1 don't tell them which one to use,
18

but I ask for samples of student work at the end of each quarter, just
to make sure."

Personally in her classroom, this teacher not only

uses Exemplars, but also likes word problems and "explain questions"
on exams. "I also assign one long term project per year, sometimes
two depending on how much time I have. I tell students not only are
their mathematics

concepts

important,

but spelling and proper

English usage are also key to getting a good grade on the project." As
for student reactions to writing in mathematics class, "Kids who are
good readers/writers

are fine...Students who are 'good math/science'

students tend to become frustrated

and feel that now their favorite

subject is 'just like all the others.'"
The Pennsylvania
standards

public school teacher feels that the NCTM

have been influential in her teaching methods, but that

writing "cannot be done daily in math class, there just isn't enough
time." She admittedly

does not use much writing in her classroom,

but "at the end of the year we review for AP [Advanced Placement]
exams and go over writing a little bit, but I don't do anything on a
daily basis...students

are required to show steps and their work, but

I don't emphasize the use of sentences, not even for word problems;
I just don't

think it's necessary...Real

sentences, except maybe engineering.

world math doesn't

Yeah, some mathematicians

use
do

reports, but our students get enough writing in English classes." As
for students reactions, "They hate it! Heck, I became a math teacher
because I hated English, thought I could avoid writing. I guess I see
where the kids are coming from and agree with them:
belongs in English class - not math class."
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writing

Schools for the Deaf
The teacher from the Connecticut deaf school reiterated

what

the principal had stated; there is no school policy for mathematics
standards, writing in mathematics class rarely happens, and there is
no guidance on how to use writing in math classes. He felt he was
justified

in not

uncomfortable.
He personally

using

writing

in math

class,

"Students

are

The focus should be only on mathematical concepts."
avoids incorporating

writing into his mathematics

curriculum, and even eliminates word problems whenever possible.
Since he never uses writing in his classes, he has no student reactions
to share, but "if 1 did use writing, students would 'freak out'...! think
deaf students like math class because it is not English class and does
not emphasize their difficulties with language."
The teacher
although
standards,

from the New York deaf school reports

there is no official school policy regarding
"I have been implementing

that

mathematics

the NCTM standards

on my

own as much as possible. She comments that she tries to use writing
when teaching mathematics
writing.

Students

on a weekly basis, "I've used journal

are required

to turn in a journal

weekly and

comment on what they've learned, perhaps how it's applied in real
life situations, questions, or problems with the material.

Basically,

I'm trying to establish some sort of dialogue with students."

She

personally feels that writing in mathematics is extremely important;
"students need to be able to write critically, to explain themselves
clearly and be able to internalize

what they learn.

1 find that by

writing their thoughts down they can become better problem solvers
and perhaps reduce the anxiety associated with word problems."
20
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As

for student reactions to writing in math class, she feels students do
not enjoy it and often resist the idea of writing in math class, "They
associate writing with English class, reading, and social studies."
The teacher from the Pennsylvania deaf school comments that
there is no official school policy concerning mathematics standards,
however, "we have discussed it [the use of writing in mathematics]
during our department meetings, but the impact has not been great."
As for practices in his classroom and students reactions:

"I realize

deaf students are not comfortable with English, yet the subject can't
be avoided, even in math class...! try to expose the kids to word
problems about once a week. They hate it, but I try to show them
the necessity

of it...Sometimes,

struggling with a particular

if they [the students]

are really

one, I translate it [into American Sign

Language], but I let them work with the problem as it is, whenever
possible."
Discussion
Even thought

there is no official national

mathematics standards,

the three states that were investigated have

obviously taken the NCTM standards
state-wide standards.

policy regarding

as a starting point to develop

Since the state policies are still relatively new,

it is difficult to see just how much math education
since the implementation
researcher,

of the standards.

has improved

In the opinion of this

New York state has taken the most aggressive approach

to improving the quality of mathematics

standards

as evident not

only through official state policy, but also in the implementation
Regents programs and testing.
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All six schools that were interviewed
the NCTM standards,
. mathematics.

seemed to be aware of

as well as state educational policy concerning

However, there was a great deal of variance among the

schools as to how closely school policy reflected and followed the
published NCTMstandards and/or state policy. Only two schools (the
Connecticut public school and the New York public school) had official
written policies concerning mathematics standards.

Interestingly, in

all six schools, it seemed that teachers were given the freedom to
interpret

the NCTM standards

however they wished.

From the

results reported on the school level, it is shown that public schools
seem to be more willing to include the use of writing in mathematics
classes than deaf schools. The reason behind this apparently
do with the idea that deaf students are not fully comfortable

has to
with

the English language and therefore, in math class, only mathematical
concepts' are emphasized.
On the classroom level, two of the three public school teachers
(Connecticut and New York) and two of the three deaf school teachers
(New York and Pennsylvania)
mathematics

curriculum

integrated

the use of writing into the

on a regular basis. The two public school

teachers had official written policies at their schools that perhaps
influenced teachers to see the use of writing as an important part of
the mathematics
the

classroom, but even without official school policy,

two teachers

from

the

deaf

schools

in New York and

Pennsylvania still included writing activities. Looking at the opinions
of the teachers concerning whether or not they agree that the use of
writing in mathematics is important, it appears safe to assume that if
a teacher personally feels that writing is important, then that teacher
22

will provide writing activities for the students,

regardless

of the

existence or nonexistence of official school policy.
All teachers
reactions

made some comment

about negative

to the use of writing in mathematics

classroom practices

notwithstanding,

teachers

class.

student

Individual

seem to share the

opinion that students are generally resistant to the idea of having to
do writing activities in math class. As the teacher from the New York
deaf school aptly stated, "They [the students] associate writing with
English class, reading, and social studies."
The limitations of this study are glaringly obvious: only three
states were investigated and only two schools (one public school and
one deaf school) from each of the three states were chosen to be
interviewed.

Even though the three states (Connecticut, New York,

and Pennsylvania)
concerning

all were moving forward on educational

mathematics

standards,

it would

policies

be important

to

investigate the remaining states and territories of the United States
before deciding the extent to which the NCTM publications

have

impacted mathematics education.
Since only six schools were surveyed, it is difficult to make any
concrete assumptions
standards

about school policy adherence

or adherence

superintendents,

and

to state policies.
teachers

knowledgeable about mathematics

Although all principals,

interviewed

investigated,

of this researcher

as well as further
23

seemed

to

be

standards, it appears to be up to

individual teachers to decide how to implement
into the mathematics classroom.
It is the recommendation

to the NCTM

observation

the use of writing
that all states be
of the possible

development

of a nation

policy

on mathematics

standards.

Additionally, more schools, both public schools and deaf schools, need
to be investigated

in order to better compare the similarities and

differences between public education -and deaf education"regarding
the use of writing in mathematics.

This research may serve as only a

small window into how schools and teachers are interpreting
NCTM standard concerning mathematics as communication.
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Appendix A
Example of School Level Survey (Superintendent/Principal)

1) Do you have any policy regarding mathematics standards?

- Is it specific to your school,

adopted from the state level and/or based on the NCTM

standards?

-(If specific policy)

May I have a copy?

2) Are there any requirements regarding mathematics standards placed upon math teachers?
(Le. teacher must include specific elements in order to comply)

3) What (ifany) are the methods used to assess ifthe teachers are complyingwith standards?

4) Is there anything in your policy regarding expectations that students do writingin math

courses?

5) Does your school have specific suggestions for teachers as to how to use writingin

mathematicscourses/classes?

- Ifyes, what are some examples?
- If no, why

not?

6) From your vantage point, do you thinkthat your districVschoolteachers are using writingin
mathematics classrooms?

- Do you feel it is enough?

Please explain.

7) Do you consider the use of writingin mathematics to be an important and valid pursuit?
-Why or why not?
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Appendix
Example of Classroom

B

Level Survey (Classroom Teacher)

1) Are you aware of any policy regarding mathematics standards that your school has adopted?

- If yes, can you describe the aspects that you are aware of?
- Are there other standards that you have set for your own classes?

Please describe.

2) Is there anything in the school's and/or your policy concerning the use of writing in
mathematics courses?

- If so,

what?

3) Does your school policy give you guidance as to how to use writing in math?

- If so,

what?

4) In practice, how do you use writing when teaching mathematics? (examples)

- How

often do you use theses activities?

- Which

activities are the most successful?

- Which activities are the least successful?

Why?

Why?

5) Do you feel that the use of writing in mathematics classrooms is important?

- Why

or why not?

6) Do you feel that students enjoy or do not enjoy writing in math class?

- Can you give some examples of student reactions that you have witnessed?

29
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Appendix C

XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd.. Underhill. VT 05489 Phone 800-450-4050

Grade Level 6-8

A prominent middle school would like to buy a Laser Disk
Player in order to set up a Multimedia Lab. The cost of the
player is $656.95. The school also needs a Laser Disc of
information to use in the lab that currently sells for $545.
The principal must decide between 2 ways to acquire the
money for the equipment needed. One way would be to
sell ice cream to the school's population of 1100 students at
$1.00 a bar. However, similar sales in the past have
resulted in an average daily sale of only 1/6 of the total
population. The other way to raise funds is to have a bake
sale. In the past, sales have occurred twice a week, and
have sold 30 items for $0.75 a piece. Which is the best way
for the principal to raise the money? Why? Explain your
choice and how you made it.

@ Exemplars
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XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd., Underhill, VT 05489 Phone 800-450-4050

Context
Students who were given this task had experience with fractions, decimals, and computation
skills.
What this task accomplishes
This task can be solved many different ways, and at many different levels. The explanation of
the best choice is critical. This task will show what strategies students develop for adding,
subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions and decimals to arrive at economical decisions.
Calculators are optional for this problem.
What the student will do
Students will need to calculate the total cost of the equipment, amount earned from the bake
sale and the ice cream sales, and the amount of time it takes to raise money using both
methods. Then students must analyze their results and make a decision.
Time required for task
30 minutes to investigate, and another 30 minutes to document and write up the solution.
More advanced students may solve the task more quickly.
Interdisciplinary

links

This task can go well with any kind of fundraising.
choices or economics.

It also could accompany a unit on career

Teaching Tips
While the mathematics used to solve this problem is not complex, students should show
evidence to support every major point. You may want to stress the need for students to verify
their solutions and to make mathematically relevant comments and observations.
Suggested Materials
A calculator is optional.
@ Exemplars
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XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd., Underhill, VT 05489 Phone 800-450-4050

Possible Solutions
For way #1, it takes 7 school days to raise the money needed. In way #2 it takes 27 weeks to
raise the same amount of money.
Rubrics and Benchmarks
Novice
The novice solution will be incomplete. Little or no reasoning will be present, and little or no
math language will be used to communicate the solution. The student's solution will lack
documentation, and not all elements of the task will be addressed.
Appre1ltice
The apprentice will have a partially useful solution, but documentation will be weak, or
calculations inaccurate. Math language will be at a minimum, and work will lack labels.
Practit iOl1er
The practitioner \vill have a correct solution that addresses all parts of the problem. All computation will be present, and work will have labels. The practitioner makes a mathematically
based conclusion, and supports the conclusion with details.
Expert
The expert will have an efficient approach to solving the problem. The expert may discuss
profit margins and even consider the possibility of combining the 2 fund raising methods to
obtain the goal. Math language will appear throughout the solution, and work will be well
documented and labeled.
Author
This task came from the classrooms of Courtney St. John and Susan Neuman who are
teachers at the Pinckneyville Middle School in Norcross, Georgia. Courtney is teaching a
seventh grade pre-algebra class, and Susan is teaching honors geometry and algebra one. Both
teachers were participants in an Alternative Mathematics Assessment course in conjunction
with the Gwinnet County Public Schools and the University of Georgia.

)
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XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd., Underhill, VT 05489 Phone 800-45D-4050

Novice

;:The student
l

@ Exemplars
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does
not find total
needed.

"

/'

""\

It is unclear how

!

i

the student got

1

!

these results.
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XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd., Underhill, VT 05489 Phone 800-450-4050

Apprentice

f.

i!

\
The student finds total
funds needed.

\.

..

j

(The

solution lacks labels~

'5".95
D6
- 5 &..4.1'.

I~d..'\ 5

InJI.oo
3D

./5

=

}'I

;:

f~3. 00

;)~.5f
It is unclear
where the
student gets
183.

.

l\

The solution lacks
completeness.
How long does it
take to obtain the
funds needed.

This part is clear but
lacks labels.

)
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XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd., Underhill, vr 05489 Phone 800-450-4050

Practitioner

3b
x~15
~.OO

-;;J.--, c\a.~
Work is labeled and
all computation is
shown.
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XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd., Underhill, VT 05489 Phone 800-450-4050

. Practitioner(

Reasoning is eXPlainej

A correct
answer is
found.

cant.)

Accurate math
language is used
to communicate.
,./

)
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XEMPLARS
A Teacher's Solution

271 Poker Hill Rd., Underhill, VT 05489 Phone 800-450-4050

Expert
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The student makes
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Appendix

D

Summarization of Standards
Things we can do now
1.

Have students

estimate

as much as possible.

2.

Interpret data

3.

Reduce memorization.

4.

Use' ~alculators

5.

All students

6.

Use as many real life examples

7.

Intro. solid geom.

8.

Use matrices

9.

Use group work to brainstorm

(statistics)

where appropriate.

and computers

experience

to reduce paper and pencil

work.

full range of topics in a subject.
as possible.

topics where we can.

-- solving multiple

10. Expand to multistep

problems

11. 'Better use of graphing

equations?

a problem.
over single step.

to see connections

12. Use of 4 ways to describe

(Green Globs?)

functions.

13. Use of 3-D in geom. (see 17)
14. ,Connect

Alg

and

15. Let students

Geom

induce

16. Use transfromations
17. More "hands on"
18. Sequences

where

you

answer before deductive
and vectors

proof.

(ill and i13)

(collect own data - use of manipulatives)

and series with aid of software.

19. Area under curve for estimation
20. Other methods
21. Problem

can.

of assesment(verbal,

solving

22. Teach students

and calculus.
essay, graphs,

- Use of several;methods

effort,

computer

of solving problem

(i9).

to read, write and speak math, not just listen.
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Appendix E

. Geometry and M~surement

.':Number and Operation
,;~z~oncepts,,,'Concepts

,

·
·
·

consistendy

.

The nudent:

The nudent:
Uld accurately

adds, aubuac:u,

multiplies,

and

divides rational numbers; raises rauonal numbers to whole
number powers;
understands the in~rse relationships betWeen addition and
subuaction. multiplication and division, and aponmtiation
Uld root.auaction; Uld uses the in~fH operation to
determine unknown quantities in equations;
consinenuy Uld accurately computes with, applies, and
con~ru the different kinds and forms of rational numbers, i.e.,
integers (both whole numbers and negative integers) and other
positive Uld negative rational., wrinen as decimals, as percenu,
or as proper, improper, or mixed fraction.; irrational numbers.
i.e,. those that CUlnot be wrinen as a ratio of tWo integers, are
not required but are suitable for inuoduction, especially .ince
the nudent should be familiar with the irrational number 7t;
is familiar with characteristics of operations and numbers, e.g..
divisibilil)', prime factorization, Uld with properties of rational
numbers, e.g., commutativity and associativity. shon of formal
statemenu;

·

·

.

locating .05. .1. 6. ~, i<,'.5. and 1.:B on a number

gathering and analyzing data from the neighborhood and
comparing the data with published sratisrics for rhe eif)', srate. or
narion (m a/soApplird ulJrning StlJndizrdI);

.

figuring our what percenr more ~e(
burger into a ~'pound burger:

E=mp~s

.

figuring out how to compute a 1')0-0. 10na, or 20% rip. orher
than b)' multiplying an amounr by 0.1 S. 0.1. or 0.2 on paper:

.

solving rhe (ollowing problem: Is rhe sum o( fWO consecurive
integers odd or even' Always? How about the product o( tWO
consecutive numbers? ~'hy? \'('hat can you sa)' about three
consecUtive num~rs?

line:

lockers.

proportional

I)' in situations

with similar figures;

geomeuically

of prrftrmlJnrrs

to formulate

maps

and

rhat mIJ.YJrmorurrlJ" lI",imundi/lg

srudying. rhe steepness o( wheelchair
Applied Lrarning Standizrd J);

;'1(1,.4,.-

ramps and stairs (srr ,,/so

one

srudent opens every locker, anorher srudent closes C\'el)-' orher
locker (2nd. 4rh, 6rh, erc.). a thitd srudent changes eveI)-' third
locker (opens closed lockers and closes open lockers), and so on,
until the thousandrh srudent changes the rhousandth locker. which
lockers are open? \,('hy?

39

to

.

displa~'ing data wirh an accurately drawn and divided pic charr:

.

finding the minimum perimerer (or a rectangle with an area o( 2S
square unit!. i( dimensions arc whole numbers; repeating the
procedure (or recrangles o( areas 30, 35, 40; and figuring. our
how to predict rhe dimensions o( rhe recrangle with minimum
perimeter in continuing this in\'esti~alion with lar~erwhole
numbers. (Jff NCTM. MlJlhcmalirl 7;ar!'/nt. in "" M,dAir
Srhno/);

.

making a tWo.dimensional, cardboard or paper replica o( one's sel(
using measuremenrs o( lengths and widths of body pam that ate

.

examining logos o(businesses
bilatetal symmerr~'.

hal( rhose o( one's own body (Sff lICSMP.

MlJrhrnllu;rs
] .000

are not required;

carroons to posters, a map o( school or home:
.

is needed ro make a !.<.pound

solving the "'ocker problem": 1(, in a school o(

chooses appropriate
units of measure and convens with ease
betWeen like uniu, e.g.. inches Uld miles, within a customary
or metric system; note that conversions betWeen customary Uld

6 investigating the area around the school and neighborhood
describe the size o( an acre and a square mile:

.

.

shapes Uld uses uUlsformations

. drawing enlargements and reduCtions accurarel~'ro scale. e.g..

;n~/wiL:

.

finding the last fWOdigit! o( 61000 (I" NCTM.
ffarj,ing in Ihr Mid4/r Srhoo/J;

similar Uld congrumt

models situations
solve problems,

demibing the size o( a million o( an object, e.g.. a shoe box,
a penny. a pack o( notebook paper; and a millionth o( that
same object:

.

tWo. Uld three.dimensional

reasons proponionall)"
with measuremenu
to interpret
Uld to make smaller Uld I~r
scale drawings:

.

llnan,urul;ng

with assoned

in the coordinate plane, i.e.. translations, rotations, Uld reflections;
undentUlds length. area, and volume (as well as the differences
betWeen these measuremenu) and the corresponding uses of
uniu, square uniu, and cubic uniu of measure;
recognizes similarity Uld rotational Uld bilateral sytDmetry in
tWo. Uld three.dimensional figures;
Ulalyus and ~neraliz.es geometric panems, such u tessellations
Uld sequences of shapes;
measures angles. weights. capacities, times. Uld temperatures
using appropriate units;

reasons

orders numbers with the> and < relationships
and by 10altion
on I number line Uld has a sense of the magnitudes
Uld
relative magnitudes of numbers; note that scientific notation
is not required,
thar mil}' Jrmorurrau

identifies

metric

interpreu percent as pan of 100 Uld as a means of comparing
quantities of different sizes or changing sius;
reasons proponionall~' to sol~ problems involving equivalent
fractions or equal ratios;

ExlJmp~s of ptTj'ormlJnw

is familiar

objec:u. induding 'quara, triangles, other polygons, ardes.
cubes, rectangular prisms, i.e., "boxes." pyramids. spheres,
and cylinders;

Transilion

Marhrmario):

in the rellow pa!=r<(or romional

anc

..~~3. .function and Algebra

.,.4.- Statistics and

:~oncepts".Probability

Concepts
The ltudent:

This sunti4ra tUsmb~s th~founti4tion apm~a of mit/Jk
school stutUnts in pr~paration for stuay oJ algtbra in high
schooL Many snu:Unts wiD ult~ a cours~ in alg~bra b~fo"
high school ana th~;r IlnUrsunaing o/Functions IlnJ
algtbra should surpass what is usmbtJ b~/ow.

. collecu and organizesdau and displaysdata with appropriate
tables, chans, and lVaphsl
· analyus data with respect to characteristia of frequencyand
distribution, induding mode and range;

·

The student:
discoven. describes, and generalizes panems. induding linear.
exponential. and simple quadratic relationships. i.e., those of
the form «n).n2 or f(n).cn2, for constant c, induding A.nr2,
and rcpresenu them with variables and expressionsl
reprcsenu relationships with tables. lVaphs in the coordinate
plane. and verbal or symbolic rules;
analyus ubles. lVaphs. and rules to determine functional

·
·

thllt m4J tbmOlfStrlltt Un4rntll"Ji"g

i"r/uJ,;

developing in labular, verbal, and algebraic form a funcdon Ihat
shows how much money is earned as a funcdon of time' worke'd;

.

graphing and e'xplaining the' gro",..h of population
colony of organisms thai double's once a day;

.

using diagrams. lable's. graph\. words. and fO{mulas to show the'
relationships bC'rwee'n the' length of the side's of a square' and its
perime'ter and area;

.

studying the ste'e'pness of wheelchair
.~pplztd Ltllr"illg Stolldtsrd J);

.

examining areas that can be enclose'd b~' 24 fe'e'!of fencing and
figuring out Ihe maximum area;

.

solving the' following problem: Your principal wanlS 10 hire you 10
work for her for ten days. She' will pa~' you either S6.00 each day for
alilen da\'S; or S) .00 the first day. $2.00 the' second dav, $3.00 the
third da\': and 50 on; or SO. I 0 th'e first dav and each da~ thereafter

.

critiq~es ~e ~ondusions and recomm~ndations of
othen ..ausucs;

·

and inequalities.

.

analyus appropriately central tendencies of data with mean
and medianl
makes condusions and recommendations based on
data analysis;

considers effecu on reliabiliry of larnpling procedures and of
missing or incorrect information;
formulates hypotheses to answer a question and uses data to
test hypotheses;
recognizes equal I)' likely outcomes, connrucu sample spaces,
and determines probabilities of events;
· makes predictions based on experimental or theoretical
probabilities;
predicu the result of I series of trials once the probabilit}. for
one trial is known.

finds solutions for unknown quantities in linear equations and

&Amp~1 of pnforPNlnttJ

in

·
·
·
·

relationships;
in simple equations

~.

over time' of a

&Amp~J of pn[orrnttnw thllt mil] tbmolfStrlltr lI"tbnfll1lJillg i"t/uJ,:
. de\'doping and analrzint! game'sof chance' for a school carnival
(m 1I/s0Applitd Ltllmillg Sta"dard J);
. displa~'ingdata ith an accuraldy dra n and dh'ided pie chart;
. deciding v.'hether ir is mosr ad\'antage'ous to USe'thre'e te'trahe'dra.
""'0 cubes. or one' dodrcahe'dron 10 arrive'at a spe'cificnumbe'r
he'n rolling polrhedral dice';
. gathe'ring and analrzing dala from the ne'i~hborhood and
comparint! the dau with publishe'd statistics for Ihe cil)',~Ute'.or
nalion (m 1I/s0Applitd Ltllr"illg StlllldtsrdJ);
. using box-and-whiskers plols. slcm-and-le'af plou. and bar
graphs \0 compare' characteristics of the' bors and girls in Ihe'
class; comparing the' kinds of information pro\'ide'd by the'
differenl displays:
. soh'int! the' following problem: Your fifth grade'cou,in i. convince'd
thar Ihr probabilil}' of rollin~ a 12 on ""'0 numbe'red cube'~i\ ]III.
Explain ro your cousin whr rhi~ is incorre'ci. and con\.ince your
cousin of the' actual probabiJil)' of [1.wing ]2.

ramps and stairs (Ut 1I/s0

",,'ice' th~ amounl of rhe' da)' before. In which war wouid you earn
the mosl money? In which way would you earn the least mone)'?
(m NCTM. Mothtmatirs Ttllthillg ill tht Mt"''' Schoo/);
investigating Ihe' following siruation; Bricklaye'rs use the' rule
N.7.L.H 10 determine rhe' numbe'r N of bricks ne'eded to build a
wall L fee't long and H feet high. Examine' a brick wall or portion
of a brick wall to Se'e'whe'the'r this Se'ems to be' true'. If it works.
why? If not. what would be' a bette'r formula? (1tt UCSMP.
Trll1lSitiOllMllthmliltirs).

10\.
unr
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5. ProblemSolvingand

6.

:':'.Mathematical
Reasoning

The Student solves problems that make significant demands in
one or more of these aspeas of the solution process: problem
formulation. problem implementation.
and problem conclusion.

Prob/nn formulAtion
The Student:

..

formulata

and solves a variety of meaningful

problems;

ntraas peninent information from situations and figures out
what additional information is nceded;
,
formulates conjectures and argues. shon of formal
they must be or seem true.

proof. why

Problnn implnnentation
The student:

·
·
·
·

·

uses and invenu a variety of approaches
cYaluates those of others;

and understands

and

invokes problem solving Strategies. such as iIIusrrating with
sense making sketches to clarify situalions or organizing
information in a table;
determines.

where helpful. how to break a problem

into

simpler parts;
solves for unknown or undecided quantities using algebra.
snphing. sound reasoning. and other Struegies;
integrates concepu and techniques ~om different areas of
mathematics;
works effectively in teams when the nature of the task or the
alloned time makes this an appropriate strategy;
makes sensible. reasonable estimates;
makes juStified. logical statemenu.

Problnn conc/wion

Mathematical

.and Tools

The student:

·
·
··
··
·

computes

accurately

with arithmetic

·

verifies and interpreu
problem situation;
generalizes

wmpus

measures

solutions

and strategies

to new problem

length.

arca. volume.

.

deciding whether it is most advantageous to u~e three terrahedra.
rwo cubes. or one dodecahedron to arrive at a specific number
...hen rolling polyhedral dice:

.

describing the size of a million of an object. e.g.. a shoe box.

.

which offe" hes[ nlue

--

figuring out how [0 compu[c 3 1S°.. 10°.. or 200.0 lip. OIh~r [h.1O
by mulriplying an amount b~' 0.1;. 0.1. or 0.2 on paper:

.

figuring out how long it would [ake [0 ,ay \'our name a million
timcs; how long it would lake 10 COUn!ro a million.

soh'ing (he "locker problem": If. in a school of 1.000 lockers. one

-

for mon~~';

.

making the following conjecrures: What happens to the area of a
square when you double its perimeter? What happens to the area
when you triple itS perimeter? Investigate to sce if this is true and if
so. explain why. What docs doubling the circumference of a circle
do to iu area? Explain.

figuring out how long it would take to say your namt a million
limc~: how long it would take 10COUntto a million.

in th~ n~w'rAr~r:

... making a rwo-dimemional.
c3rdb03ld or pap~r replic3 of on~'< <df
using measurem~nlS of lengrhs and wid[hs of bod~' parts [h3[ arc
half [hose of one's own body (su UCSMP. Transitinn M"rJ,~",.tti(f):

Sluden[ opens every locker. another student closes every other
locker Undo 4th. 6th. etc.). a third STudent changes every third
Io.:ker lopens closed lockers and closes open lockers). and so on.
until [he thou\andth Student changes the [housandth locker. \X'hich
lockers arc open? \X'h~'?

·

published

using rhe formula A='.:bh for are3Sof rri3ngles meamr~d wirh
CUS[Om3ry
and merric rulers:
. analyzing 3d\'~rrisemenlSfor different mmic clubs and deciding

a penn\ a 'pack of notebook paper. and a millionth of that
~ame obJect.
.

time. and

.

situations.

analyzing advertisements for different music clubs and deciding
which offers the best value for mone)';

weight.

Exampus of mAtht'1ll4t;CA/s/tillsa"tI tools ;nc/utlr:

. interpreting
graphs
andcharrs

;"C/u4~:

.

on

temperature accuratelr.
refers 10 geometric shapes and terms correctly;
uses equations. formulas. and simple algebraic notation
appropriately;
organizes data on charts and graphs. including scatter plou.
bar. line. and circle graphs. and Venn diagrams;
· uses recall. mental computations. pencil and paper. measuring
devices. mathematics tcxu. manipulativcs. calculators. computers.
and advice from peers. as appropriate. to achien solutions.

resulu with respect to the original

of problnn solv;"g a"tI muo";"g

operations

rational numbers;
knows and uses the correct order of operations for
arithmetic computations;
estimates numerically and spatially;

The student:

·

510115-- .
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7.
I

I;.
11,.

-8. PuttingMathematics'

..Mathematical..

~-.:Communication

to Work

-dent:

The .cudCDIconducu II Icuc ODeIuJe ae inw:nipaonor projecccadi,
from me foUawing kinds and, ow:&'me COIUMof middle achool, in_cipaoaa
drawn from alicul duec of me kinds.

.Dathematicallanguagc
and repracnrations
wim Ippropriale
acaancy, including numerical tabla and equations, simple
algebraic equation. and fonnul... charu. graphs. and diavams;
orpniza
work, explain. faceu of a solution orally and in
writing. label. drawings. and IIICI olher lechniqucs 10 make
meaning clear 10 Ihe audience;
IIICI malhemalical
10 undcrILand;

language 10 make complex .iluauons

Ghibiu developing reasoning
ud defending work;

abilities by jWlifying

A 'insle inftltiptiOD

malhematia

=..u,"'pillof mA,hmw,jclIl

from reading usignmenu

··
·

cuier

··
·

Slalemenu

and from

cDmmlmjclI,jDn jnclwk:

gathering and anal)'zing dara from Ihe neighborhood and
comparing Ihe dala with published slallslics for Ihe city. state.
or nolIion;

the kinds

pro"od,d

of information

molking Ihe folluwing

,onlec[ures:

square when yuu double

.

)'ou triple

10

of rhe bo}'s and girl. in [he dass; comparing

charolclerisli.:s

by Ih, different
\'('hJI

itS perlmeler?

its perime[el?

hJppens

Invesligale

10 Ihe oIreoiof 01

10 see if Ihi.

makes a bypomcais on an cpcaed

finding!

pmen cIacai
anaIyua

&he d.ua

ltSing CODcepU

&om

Standard

-t, e.a.,

coaaideMa

mati

and

median,

and me frequency and distributioD of me dara;
allows bow &he mady'. resulu compare wim me bypomesis!
IIICI pcnincnl

.IaWUCl 10 .umm.arizc!

prcpara I prcacnlaUODor repon WI indudes me quesuon in_tigaled, a dcui1cd
description of bowmeprojecc w.. carried OUI,and an explanatioD of &hefindings.

10 the oIrea
is true oInd if

.xplolin why. \'('hol[ does doubling Ihe circumference of a circle

Explolin.
solving Ihe following problem: Your fifth grade ,ousin 15convinced

4:1010 itS area?

thar Ihe probabiliry of rolling a 12 on !WOnumbered cubes is 1/11.
Explain 10 your cousin why Ihis is incorreCt. and convince your
cousin of Ih, ;1CIualprubolbdilY of gming 12.

uses undcuWlding
&he funetion

from SWld.ard 3, particularly wilh respca 10 me decenniaaaoD of

gowming

ceneraliza aboul me

behavior in' &he model;

with a rule. i.e.. a f'w1aion. mac dearly applics 10 me
phenomenon and goes beyond srawtical analyais of a parccm of numbcn gcncnccd
by &hesinaauon;
strUrnuc

prepara a pracnlatioD or repon thae indudes me quaaon in_tigaced. a dcui1ed
description

of how &heprojecc wu carried out, and an explanation

of Ihe finelinp.

D,sign of it phy{jcAlstrllctun, in which th, Ittu/nat:

· cencrales
a plaD

displays;

\'('holl h.lppens

or projecc may draw on more chao one kind.

MitthnPllzticAl motk/ of physicAl phmtmU'lUlt oftm us,d in sdm&, stJu/ils, ill
which th, sttu/nat:

·
·
·

using symbols and a Coirlesian map 10 explain 10 oInOlher sludeR!
how 10 gel from )'our home 10 s.:hool;

~ompolre

or projeca

· carrics OUII lIudy of a phy.ical l)'lcemwing a malhemaucalrepresenrationof
&hesuuaurc;

using di~grams. lables. graphs. words. and formulols 10 show Ihe
relalionship of Ihe lenglh of Ihe sides of a square 10 ils perimeler
and oIfea;

u>ing bO~'oInd.whi.l.ers pIOIS,slCJl1'oInd.leoifplotS. and bolr gr.lphs

drawa

DIU4 stJu/y blUld on cilli&.I&oraomic.or soci4J Unus. in which th, ltJu/n.t:
· 8cleca an Wile 10inYCSUptc;

.how. undenWiding
of concepu by nplaining
ideas nOI
only 10 ceacher. and usason
bUI 10 fellow Sludenu or
youncer children;
comprehends
omer sourea.

.!

··

10 build IOmcthing

of yalue, DOl ncccssariJy monetary

value;

wes ma&hematia from SWld.ard 2 10 make Ihe daign realistic or appropriacc. e.a.,
areas and volumes in pcral and of specific geometric shapes;

me imporwu

summarizes

fcanua

of Ihe suuau.rc;

me questioo inw.stigated. a derailed
description of how &he projca wu carried out, and an explanation of &hefiadinp.
Mit7UIgmlmt and planning, in which th, sttu/nat:
· cl.ctcrmines
Ihe needs,e.g..COlt,supply.scheduling.of Ihe ~r co be managed or planned;
· nOles any consuainu Ihac will afi'ecc me plan;
prepares

a presenration

dccermincs

·

or repon

mat indudes

a plan;

wes concepu from any of Swuiards I 10 -t. depending
con.iden &he pouibilicy of a more efficienl solution;

00 &he naClue of Ihe projecq

prepares a presenrauon or repon Ihal indudes me qucstion investigalcd, a dcWJed
dcscription of how me projecc was carried OUI.aDd an explanation of Ihe plaA.

Pun mathmuztics inv,stigation, in which th, stlUlmt:

· extends
or"playa
wim."

·

··
·

u wilh mamematical puzzles, some malhematical

faturc, e..,

properlics and pancraa in numben;
uses concepu

&om any of Standards

I 10 4. e.g., an in_ugation

of PascaI's uia.ngle

would haw roou in Scand.ard 1 bUI could ae in conccpu from geomcuy. algebra. and
probability; in_tigations of derivauoaa of acometric formulu would be rooled in
Srand.ard 2 bUI could require algebfl!
dccennincs

and expresses ceneralizatioaa

makes conjCCtW'CSon appamu
seem UUe;

properlies

from panernsl
and argues. shon of formal proof, why

&hey

prepara a presentatioo or repon &hacindudcs Ihe qucstion in_tigated.
a dcWJed
descriptioo of how &heprojecc wu carried out, and an explanation of &he findinp.

Othn- kinds of projtCtsputting TI'Ulthmuzriato work chosm by stulimt Drteachn:
E=mpln ofi"Wltil"tWN orprojms incltuil:
.. gathering and analyzingcbta from the neighborhood and comparing Ihe clalawith
published Statisticsfor Ihe city. state. or nalion;
.. comparing Ihe groWth of a SCIof plants under a variery of conditions. e.g.. amounr of water,
fertilizer. duration and exposure to sunlighl;
.. designing and equipping a recreational uea on one acre wilh a limlled budget;
.. analyzing and conco<:ting games of chance for a school carnival;
.. discovering relationships among and properties of the numbers in Pascal's triangle and
reading to find more reloltionships and properties.
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